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1. Introduction. Suppose U is a set, F is a field of subsets of U, p

is the set of all real-valued functions defined on F, $A is the set of all

bounded and finitely additive elements of p, p+ is the set of all non-

negative-valued elements of p, and pi — pAr^p+.

Suppose p. is in pA.

Definition. If 3H is a number set and £ is in pA, then the statement

that £ is p.-dense in 3TC means that if V is in F and 0<c, then there is

a subdivision @ of V and a function n from (5 into 3ft such that

D | {(/) - n(7M7) |   < c.
e

We prove the following integral representation theorem (§3):

Theorem 3.1. 7/ 3TC is a bounded number set and £ is an element o/

$A which is p-dense in 3TC, then there is a/unction 0 from F into 3TC (i.e.,

3TC plus its closure) such that if V is in F, then the integral (§2)

f e(7)M(7)
J v

exists and is %(V).

The question naturally arises as to necessary and sufficient condi-

tions under which, in the statement of Theorem 3.1, 3TC may be re-

placed by 311. By considering the previously defined [l] notion of

refinement-unboundedness (see [l] or §4 of this paper), we obtain

the following characterization theorem (§4):

Theorem 4.1. The following three statements are equivalent:

(1) If yii is a bounded number set and £ is an element of pA which is

ix-dense in 9TC, then there is a function <J> from F into 311 such that if V

is in F, then fv^(I)p(I) exists and is £(V).

(2) 7/ 9TC is a bounded number set and 6 is a /unction /rom F into 3TC

and fu&(I)p.(I) exists, then there is a /unction § /rom F into 3TC such

that i/ V is in F, then fv§(I)p(I) exists and is fvQ(I)u(I).

(3) There is a u-refinement-unbounded (§4) element of p+.
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2. Preliminary theorems and definitions. If V is in F, then the

statement that 35 is a subdivision of V means that 35 is a finite col-

lection of mutually exclusive sets of F whose union is V.

If 35 is a subdivision of a set V of F, then the statement that (S is a

refinement of 35 means that (§ is a subdivision of V, every set of which

is a subset of some set of 35.

Throughout this paper all integrals considered will be Hellinger

[3] type limits (i.e. for refinements of subdivisions) of the appropriate

sums.

Suppose a is in p.

Suppose® is a subdivision of U. If V is in F, then the statement

that a is ^-bounded on V with respect to® means that if 31= {z\z

= Z® a(T), @ a subdivision of V and a subset of a refinement of®},

then -00 <s*(a)(F)=inf 9l^sup 91 =s*(a)(F)< °°. We adopt the

convention that throughout this paper, as in the preceding definition,

s* and s* will be understood to be defined in terms of the last men-

tioned subdivision in the discussion at hand with respect to which

the functions under consideration are 23-bounded on U. We see that

a is ^Z-bounded on U with respect to® iff for each V in F, a is Z-

bounded on V with respect to®, in which case, if V is in F and @ is

a refinement of each of the subdivisions 35 and 35' of V, then

£ s*(a)(7) = £ s*(a)(7) = £ «*(«)(/) t* Z -*(«)(/),

so that we have the existence and following relationship of the follow-

ing integrals:

f *„(<*)(/) =S f s*(a)(7),

and we see thatJVaCO exists iff TVs*(a)(7) =fys*(a)(1), in which case

/,*.(«)(/) =/V«(7) =fvs*ia)il).
We observe that fuOtil) exists iff for each F in F, /r«(7) exists. We

take for granted the linearity and field-wise-additive properties of

our integrals.

We state without proof a theorem of Kolmogoroff [4]:

Theorem 2.K.I. If fvail) exists, then fv\ail)-fMJ)( =0.

Suppose each of {a,}"=1 and {bt}"=1 is a number sequence. We have

the following two inequalities:

minjai, ■ • • , a„} + min{61; • • • , bn} = min{ai + bu ■ ■ • , an + bn},
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n

| min{ai, • • • , a„} - min{61, ■ ■ ■ ,bn}\  g X I a< ~ 0i\ .

The first of the above inequalities implies that if {j8,-}?_i is a se-

quence of elements of pj" and @ is a refinement of a subdivision 35 of

a set V of F, then

O^E minJfrC/), • • • ,fin(D} = Z min{ft(7), • • • ,fi„(I)},

so that

f min{fix(I),- ••,&(/)}

exists.

An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.K.1 and the second of

the above inequalities is the following corollary which we state with-

out proof:

Corollary 2.K.I. 7/ {($,}?=i is a sequence of elements of p+ such that

/u$i(I) exists for i = l, ■ ■ ■ , n, then

J"   |min{(jl(7), • ■ • , &.(/)} - min{/ frO» '•■> f ^(/)}|  = °'

so that if V is in F, then

f min {?!(/), ■••,&.(/)}

exists a«J is

J" min j J ^(7), • • •, Jrj„(7)|.

If in subsequent statements, the existence of a given integral or its

equivalence to a given integral is an immediate consequence of the

statements of this section, the integral need only be written and the

proof of existence or equivalence left to the reader.

3. The representation theorem. In this section we prove Theorem

3.1, as stated in the introduction.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We see that there is a function (J from F

into 311 such that if V is in F, then

I £(F) - fj(F)M(F) I   = inf{z|z =  | {(F) - x»(V) \, x in 3TC}.
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Suppose 0<c. There is a finite subset {ai, • • • , a„} of 911 such that

if x is in 9H, then min{ |x — fli|, • • • , \x— a„\ 1 <c/[4(ju(£7) +1)].

We see that fu min {| £(7) — aipil)\, ■ ■■ , | £(7) — anpil)\ } exists,

since fu\ £(7) — a,/i(7)|  exists for *=1, ■ ■ ■ , n.

There is a function y from F into {ai, • • • , an} such that if I is

in   F,   then

|£(7) - yil)uil)\ = min{|£(7) - alM(7)|, • • • ,   |{(7) - a„ju(7)| }.

There is a subdivision 35 of U such that if @ is a refinement of 35,

then

I   f  | HI) - yilMl) \-zZ\ t(X) - yiDail) \   < e/4.
\ J u <s

For each 7 in 35 there is a subdivision (5/ of 7 and a function n/ from

@7 into 917 such that zZ<£, \%iJ) ~m(J)uiJ)\ <c/4N, where N is the

number of elements of 3), and there is a function Xr from S/ into

{ai, • • • , an} such that for each / in (?/,

| XriJ) ~niiJ)\   <c/[40*(t7) + l)].
Therefore

f I fCO - riJ)*iJ) I < c/4 + E X) I {(JO - y(J)niJ) I

^/4 + ZZI HJ) - MJUJ) |
3)   Hi

= c/4 + E E I «(/) - n,(/)/*C0 I

+ EE |nr(/) -XiiJ)\ uiJ)
3)    6/

< c/4 + A(c/4A) + {c/[4(M(c7) + l)]}uiU) < 3c/4.

For  each   7  in  35,   there  is  a  subdivision   Sz'   of  7  such   that

0^s*(|£-fiM|)(/)-Es/|?(^)-5a)M(/)|<c/16A.
Now

f «*(lf- M)00^ L«*(U- 5mI)(/)
•/ r/ 3)

=g E j^/16A + E I £(/) - 3(/)m(7)||
33     l 6/ /

^ c/16 + E E I *C0 - yU)m(7) I
3)     (S/

<C/16+  f   \HJ) -yiJ)uiJ)\   +c/4

< c/16 + 3c/4 + c/4 = 17c/16.
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Therefore 0^fvs*(\ £- fjp| )(7) ^/us*(\ £- $n\)(/) =0, so that
./V|£(7) — g(7)/i(7)| exists and is 0, which we easily see implies that

if V is in F, then /v§(I)p.(I) exists and is £(F).

4. The characterization theorem. Definition [l]: If to is in p+, then

the statement that to is p.-refinement-unbounded means that if k is a

positive number, then there is a subdivision 33 of U such that if 7 is

in a refinement of 3) and p(I) y^O, then o(7)>&.

We state a previous theorem of the author [2].

Theorem 4.A.I. Suppose d is in p+ and that i/ each 0/ c and k is a

positive number, then there is a subdivision 3) 0/ U such that if § is a

refinement 0/ 3), then £@V(7)<c, where @*= {l\l in (§, 6(1) ^k}.

Then there is a p-refinement-unbounded element of p+.

We now prove Theorem 4.1, as stated in the introduction.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. We first show that (1) implies (2).

Suppose (1) is true and 3R is a bounded number set and 6 is a func-

tion from F into 3TC and fuQ(I)p(I) exists. Let £ be the element of p

defined by £(F) = /y8(7)/x(7). Obviously £ is in p^.

We now show that £ is /x-dense in 3R.

Suppose 0 < c and V is in F. There is a subdivision 33 of V such that

if g is a refinement of 33, then £e|£(7) -8(7)/x(7)| <c/2. For each

7 in 33, there is a number 3i(7) in 3TC such that \x(I) — 8(7) |

<c/[2(p(U) + l)]. This implies that

£ I *(/)-*(/)„(/) |   ̂  £ I £(7)-8(7)M(7) I + £ I 8(7) -*(/) |M(7)
D D SD

<c/2+{c/[2(fi(U) + l)]}lx(U)^c.

Therefore £ is /x-dense in 3H and therefore there is a function <j>

from F into 3R such that if V is in F, then /v§(I)fi(I) exists and is

M(D»(D.
Therefore (1) implies (2).

It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 that (2) implies (1).

We now show that (2) implies (3).

Suppose (2) is true. Let 3Tl= Jz|z = l/g, q a positive integer}. For

each V in F.Jet 8(F)=0. Obviously /7e(7)ju(7) =0 for all V in F.

Since 0 is in 3H, it follows that there is a function <|> from F into 3R

such that if V is in F, then fv^(I)p(I) exists and is /v^(I)p(I).

Now suppose that each of c and k is a positive number. There is a

subdivision 33 of U such that if 6 is a refinement of 33, then

X>j>(7),u(7)<c/&, so that £g*1u(7)<c, where @*={7|7 in <g,

<K7)^l/£} = {7|7in «, l/<j>(7)gfe}.
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It follows that the function l/^> satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem

4.A.1, so that there is a ju-refinement-unbounded element of p+.

Therefore (2) implies (3).

We now show that (3) implies (2). Suppose (3) is true, i.e. that

there is a /i-refinement-unbounded element <■> of p+, and 9TC is a

bounded number set and 6 is a function from F into 9TC such that

/y0(7)/x(7) exists.

There is a subdivision 35* of U such that if 7 is in a refinement of

35* and mCO^O, then w(7)>0.
There is a function <j> from F into 9H such that if 7 is in a refinement

of 35* and joi(7)f=0, then |e(7)-<]>(7)| <l/w(7).
Suppose 0 <c and V is in F. There is a subdivision 35 of Vsuch that

if © is a refinement of 35, then |/f6(7)m(7)- E«®C0m(7)| <c/2.
There is a refinement 35' of 35* such that if 7 is in a refinement of 35'

and m(7)^0, then w(7)>2(m(c7) + 1)/c. There is a subdivision 35" of

V which is a refinement of 35 and a subset of a refinement of 35'.

If 6 is a refinement of 35", then

I f e(/)M(/) - E +(*)/*(/) \ = \f e(/)M(/) - E e(z>(/)

+ E I e(/) - *(/) | m(7) < c/2 + E k7)/o>(7)] ̂  e/2

+ {C/[2(M(77) + l)]}M(r7)^c,

where g*={7|7in (g, m(7)^0}.
Therefore/y<j>(7)/i(7) exists and is/y6(7)ju(7). Therefore (3) implies

(2). Therefore (1), (2) and (3) are equivalent.
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